Molecular evidence for the neoplastic potential of hepatic Von-Meyenburg complexes.
Von-Meyenburg complexes (VMCs) have been shown to progress to cholangiocarcinoma (CC) in some cases. Histologic examination in such cases reveals a gradual transition of VMCs to intermediate lesions and finally to CC. The goal of this study was to determine if this histologic progression was also accompanied by sequential genetic alterations. Two cases that showed many VMCs with a transition to cholangiocarcinoma through intermediate lesions were analyzed. Multiple VMCs (away from the tumor), intermediate lesions and areas of frank CC were microdissected under stereoscopic guidance and were analyzed for allelic imbalance [loss of heterozygosity (LOH)] using a panel of 20 polymorphic microsatellite markers by polymerase chain reaction/electrophoresis. The 2 cases of CCs revealed LOH at 5 and 7 different genomic loci specific for each patient, respectively. Coexisting VMCs also exhibited LOH ranging from 0 to 3 loci in each case. Intermediate lesions showed LOH at a single locus in case 1, whereas the assay could not be performed in case 2 due to inadequate DNA yield. In case 2, the earliest acquired mutations were present in the VMCs supporting a causal relationship for neoplastic progression. Discordant LOH mutations were also present in the VMCs and the adenomatous lesions providing support that LOH detected at these sites did not passively migrate or reflect contamination. The results of the present study show that the histologic progression observed through these stages is also accompanied by LOH at loci harboring key oncogenes. The findings also support that VMCs are preneoplastic lesions that could progress to CC with time.